Despite the rain, the Dodgers played a superb game against the Reds on Saturday, 5/12. DANNY had a great stop at 2nd base and an equally nice throw to first. IAN stopped a hard line drive to short, and on another play made a catch for one out, just barely missed the tag, but still got a second out by stepping on 2nd base. And, in yet another play, IAN stopped the ball at 2nd, and slid into first to make the out. GARRET had a nice hit to short and both SAIGE and RYAN had good singles. ALEX caught a pop-up, and threw it to NICK at third for a double play. COLE showed us how tough he was by fielding a pop-up which hit him in the face. He simply shrugged, as if to say it didn’t hurt a bit. PHILLIP had a couple of good hits and DAVID got a double. DOMINIC did a great job as pitcher by making a fantastic stop and throw to first, and JACOB did a super job at short making a beautiful stop. The hardest part of the whole game was decided who got the dirtiest player award. Mom’s had one tough laundry job! Thanks also to the league for the player appreciation day - the hotdogs were GREAT!